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SUBJECT: The Summit at Belvidere
Town of Belvidere, Warren County

In accordance w,ith your request, we have undertaken and completed an evaluation of the

economic. demographic and financial implications that could be expected to result fiom a

modification of the development plan for The Summit at Belvidere. The prospective modification"

in response to perceived market conditions, would replace the 48 one- and two-bedroom stacked flat

units in the current plan w,ith 32 two-bedroom stacked townhouse units. In both the current and the

modif-red plans, tw,o (2) units would be set aside as affbrdable units. 
-fhe 

1 09 single-family detached

(patio) patio units and 60 stacked townhouse units would remained unchanged.

Project Value

Current Plan - The residential units in the

mixture of detached and attached housing units, and

aggregate completed value of $62.923,786

The Summit at Belvidere - Current Plan

current plan. as detailed below. contains a

have an average value of $289.971 and an

Unit T.v-pe

SFD-2BR (Patio)
SFD-3BR (Patio)
TH-2BR
MF-1BR
MF-2BR
MF-1BR (Affordable)

Total

No. of
Units

78

31

60

22
24

2

217

Average
Unit Value
$324,000
$360.000
$294.88-s

$ 1s6.600
$214.200
$ 106.343

$289.971

Aggregate
Value

$2s.272,000
$ 1 r ,160,000
$l7.693.r00
$ 3,445,200
$ s.140.800

$ 212.686

$62.923,786

ECONOMIC. DEMOGRAPHIC AND FINANCIAI- RESEARCH



The modifications to the current plan would replace 48 one- and two-bedroom stacked flats

with 32 two-bedroom stacked townhouse units, resulting in a reduction of 16 units that would reduce

the total number of residential units from 21 7 units to 201 units. Notwithstanding the reduction in

the total number of units, the higher value of the stacked townhouse units vis-a-vis the replaced

stacked flats, would be expected to result in an increase in the average unit value from $289,971 to

$314,562 and slight (0.5 percent) increase in the total project value to 563,226,964:

The Summit at Belvidere - Modified Plan

Unit Type
SFD-2BR (Patio)
SFD-3BR (Patio)
TH- 2BR
TH -2BR (Affordable)

Total

Unit Type
SFD - 2BR (Patio)
SFD - 3BR (Patio)
TH - 2BR
MF- 1BR (Rent)
MF- 2BR (Rent)
MF- IBR (Af| Rent)

Total

No. Total Public
Units Pop School
78 1.880 0.033

31 2.606 0.307

60 1.889 0.036
22 1 .662 0.143

24 2.359 0.196
2 1.392 0.088

217 2.01 8 0. 106

Ilstimated Population
Total Public
Pop. School
147 3

81 10

113 2

373
575
30

438 23

No. of
Units

78

31

90
2

20r

Average
Unit Value
$324,000
$360,000
$294.88s
$127.6s7
$314.s62

Aggregate
Value

s25,272.000
$ I 1,160,000

$26.s39"6s0
$ 25s.3 l4
$63,226,964

Population

Current Plan - The number of residents that could be expected to occupy the housing units

in the current development plan have been estimated using the latest (201 8) demographic multipliers

published by the Center For Urban Policy Research (CUPR). As indicated below, the current plan

with the 48 stacked flats (apartments) would be estimated to be occupied by 438 residents including

23 public school children:

The Summit at Belvidere - Current PIan
Population Per Unit



Modified Plan - The modification of the current plan to replace 48 stacked flats with 32

stacked townhouse units would result in a total estimated population of 403 residents and 17 public

school children:

The Summit at Belvidere - Modified Plan

Population Per Unit Estimated Population
Total Public
Pop. School

141 3

Unit Type
SFD - 2BR (Patio)

SFD - 3BR (Patio)
TH - 2BR
rH - 2BR (Af0
Total

No. Total Public
Units Pop School
t8 1.880 0.033

31 2.606 0.307

90 1.889 0.036
2 2.511 0.408

201 2.005 0.085

81

170
5

403

10

J

I

t7

The modified plan, with fewer total units, would be estimated to generate a reduced number

of residents (403) compared to the current plan with 438 residents . The modifred plan would be

estimated to generate 17 public school children compared to 23 school children with the current plan

with 48 renter-occupied stacked flats.

Plan Comparisons

A comparison of the fiscal and financial characteristics of the current plan and the modified

development plan takes into consideration of the number and value of the proposed housing units,

the anticipated population and public school children.

Per Unit. Per Capita and Per Student Comparisons

Project Value
Number of Units
Average Unit Value
Population
Public School Children
Per Capita Valuation
Per Student Valuation

Current Plan With 48

Renter-Occupied Flats

$62,923,786
217

$ 289,97 |
438

23

s 143,662

$ 2,735,817

Modified Plan With All
Owner-Occupied Units

$63,226,964
201

$ 314,562
403

17

$ 1 56,891

$ 3,719,233



Overview - The preceding review ofthe economic, demographic and financial implications

of a modification of the current development plan to replace 48 stacked flats with 32 stacked

townhouse units results in a reduction of 16 housing units along with the following:

o The modified plan results in a higher per unit housing value and a slight (0.5 percent)

increase in the total value of the completed residential development.

o The modif-red plan generates fewer residents than the current plan with the 48 renter-

occupied stacked.

o The modified plan would be estimated to generate l7 public school children compared to 23

school children with the current plan with renter-occupied stacked flats.

o The per capita and per student ratables with the modified plan are 1 .09 times and I .36 times,

the per capita and per student ratables in the cuffent plan, respectively.


